Santa Rosa Quilt Guild
February 2019 - Block of the Month-
"WONKY" - DUE MARCH 7, 2019

Colors: RED, PINK, BLACK, WHITE, GOLD solids or prints
Block is 8.5" square, unfinished
All seams are 1/4 inch and pressed to outer edge of block

Start with 4.5" RED square.
Cut off a small triangle on each corner.

Flip over to wrong side and number each straight edge in order, 1-8, going around your red piece.

Cut various width strips 1.5" to 3" as you proceed with project. Begin by adding a strip, right sides together, to edge marked #1.
Trim ends of strip #1 on angle with the two edges of your red center, as shown.
Continue adding various width strips around center red square in numerical order, trimming ends after each addition until your pieced “WONKY” can be squared up to 8.5”

Handle your blocks gently as all edges may not be on straight grain of fabric.

BE OUR VALENTINES - make 3 or 4 blocks at a time-it makes the process easier and more time friendly!
Betsy Smith & Nadine Heppell